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In the past ten years, Canada has shifted from
permanent migration to temporary migration.
How is immigration status linked to a migrant’s
vulnerability to forced labour?
How does the hierarchy of rights as circumscribed by
socio-legal status (rights to residency, work, mobility,
employment supports and social welfare) impact
migrants’ risk of forced labour?
What does forced labour look like in an urban setting?
How does the ‘normalization’ of limited rights affect
our ability to identity victims of forced labour?
Case examples in the construction, domestic labour and
entertainment sector.
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Population of Canada 32.33
million
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Spousal sponsors, family members,
employers

Who is affected?
Migrant who has been in a relationship for two years or less,
and has no children. Migrant must stay in a cohabiting
relationship with partner for two years from date of being
granted conditional residency
Why?
To prevent marriages of convenience in which sponsor
receives a financial gain or benefit, or sponsored spouse
uses the relationship to gain entry to Canada, and leaves
partner shortly after arrival.
Young Iraqi woman whose parents paid for her to leave - in
situation of forced marriage. More demands for payment.












Power imbalance already sided with sponsor
Women are more likely to be sponsored than men.
Barriers language, isolation, discrimination, economic
dependency, lack of knowledge of Canadian laws/rights
Investigation is a consequence of information conveyed
to CIC or RANDOM AUDIT.
Positive onus on those subject to an investigation to
prove that they have complied with conditions.
CIC states that sponsored party must demonstrate
EVIDENCE OF abuse or neglect
Immigration is opening yet another front on which the
abused women must fight










Halt on acceptance of new sponsorships of
grandparents/parents as of November 2011.
Newcomer Parents and Grandparents relegated to
‘temporary residents” when Super Visa introduced
in December 2011
Minimum income and health requirements
Privatization of medical insurance (minimum 100
000 in coverage for one year, must include cost of
repatriation)
Settlement agencies - elder abuse, free
housekeeping, childcare

Permanent Resident Card: Requests for proof of
residency requirements
Canadian citizenship: proof of language
proficiency (privatization) &
 Lengthy Residency Questionnaires with
supporting documentation – 45 day deadline.
 Limit access to citizenship for women in the
home, marginalized workers, refugees and those
with disabilities who may be unable to attend
school, complete forms and/ or provide
supporting documentation.


















Between 2007 and 2011, TFW accounted for 1 in 3 new jobs in Canada
Bank of Canada (senior analysts in 2012)
Health Canada
CBC (broadcasters), Newspapers, ie. Globe and Mail (4 editorial employees)
Telecommunication, ie. Bell, Rogers Communications, Telus, and Shaw
Communications, Rogers, Telus
CN Rail, CP Rail, TransCanada
Airlines, ie. Canjet (30 pilots), Sunwing (119 pilots), Air Canada, Porter
Financial/ Accounting firms, ie. Deloitte Canada, Sunlife Financial, Financiare
Manuvie, Scotia Bank, Royal Bank (i.Gate), BMO, TD
Mining ie HD Mining International, Ontario Wind Farms ie. CS Wind, IT ie
RIM
Bombardier, Enbridge, Suncore Energy, Talisman Energy
Hotel Industry ie. Days Inn and Suites, Fairmont Hotels
Retailers, ie. Sears, Canadian Tire, Rona, Loblaws, Hudson Bay Company,
Shoppers, Walmart, Sobeys
Restaurants, ie. Dennys, McDonalds,Tim Hortons, Subway
Camp counsellors ie. Girl Guides of Canada
Meat Processing ie Maple Leaf Foods,
Packing, Agriculture, Domestic Labour










Tied to employer for status in Canada
May live with employer
Mobility rights limited
Access to social benefits limited
No access to education/ language training/
settlement services
SAWP – swift removal, 48 hour replacement

NOC “O” (managerial) and “A” (university training)




Full family rights (open work permit for spouse), children can
accompany and attend school (fee)
Unlimited renewals
Eligible for permanent residency, citizenship rights

NOC “B” (trades)
 Full family rights (open work permit for spouse)
 Four year limit
 Eligible for permanent residency
NOC “C” (high school) and “D” (no training)
No pathway to permanent residency in Ontario
 Pathways to residency in Alberta (restricted) and Manitoba
 Family ‘left behind’
 April 2011, 4 years in Canada, 4 year limit (banishment)

Live-in Caregiver Program
 Between 1981 – 2004 approximately 90 000 Filipino
women (77% of all participants in LCP are Filipino)
 Eligible for permanent residency after 24 months of
full time employment or after 22 months with 3 900
hours of employment.
 Four year deadline to fulfil requirements, apply for
residency

Gender impact – NOC C/D & live in caregivers 57%
 Construction workers vs waitress, sewing machine operators

Racialized minorities (NOC C/D)


LARGE INCREASE IN UNDOCUMENTED POPULATION APRIL 2015

We become accustomed to hearing stories of
abuse, yet recognize this is part of the
program…part of living in Canada as a TFW.
We become accustomed to seeing migrants
living in debt bondage, “tied” to one
employer, “living with” employer, with no
knowledge of rights and unable to assert
rights they have.
Limited rights as circumscribed by
immigration has become “Normalized” –
allowing forced labour to flourish,
unidentified and often without remedy, given
their status depends on ‘abuser’.

Isolation is the norm!
Lack of information is the norm!
Exploitation is the norm!



Sponsored spouses are viewed with suspicion



Certain federal ministers have pointed out that
specific groups of migrants are engage in criminal
activity, are here to ‘use the system’, and are in
Canada on a fraudulent basis.



TFW are ‘taking Canadian jobs’ and should go back
home





Meanwhile, confusing immigration requirements
and inaccessible information mean that migrants
immigration status = linked to rights = becomes
more precarious
Dependency on community for supports, links
which can just as quickly turn/ become exploitative

Severe restrictions on refugees create barriers for
permanent settlement in Canada
Multiple, fragmented categories based on manner of entry
& country of origin, including:
Two tiered system for people who came from ‘designated
countries of origin’, different rights and benefits
Two tiered system for people designated as ‘irregular
arrivals’, different rights and benefits
Limits on access to PRRA, Humanitarian and
Compassionate Application, and Temporary Resident
Permit






35 countries listed, including Mexico
and Hungary.
Determination: Over 75% of the
refugee claims from the country are
rejected or over 60% of the claims are
abandoned, OR There are a small
number of claims from the country
and the Minister believes that the
country is a democracy with an
independent judicial system
In Ontario, Legal Aid Ontario has
proposed to defund legal
representation at refugee hearings for
“most” asylum seekers from the
designated countries.









DCO (Designated Country
of Origin)

Minister of Public Safety has
authority to designate the arrival of
a group of foreign nationals when
examination or an admissibility
determination cannot be made in a
timely manner
Or the Minister has reason to
suspect there has been or will be a
contravention of subsection 117 (1)
smuggling, for the benefit of a
criminal organization
Prison for up to a year, minimum
5 year restriction on applications
for permanent residency even if
granted CR status, no issuance of
travel document, no family
sponsorship or H & C,
Mandatory Reporting Conditions

DFN (Designated Foreign
Nationals

PRRA
Regular refugee claimant must wait 12 months
Refugee from a DCO must wait 36 months
 H&C
12 month wait
Health and best interest of the child exemptions














Ineligible employers
There are two types of ineligible employers—those who are ineligible as per
the Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations (IRPR) and those in
categories that have been identified by the Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration as ineligible.
Regulatory ineligibility
On April 1, 2011, new regulations affecting Canada’s Temporary Foreign
Worker Program (TFWP) came into force. Under these regulations, an
employer is ineligible to participate in the TFWP for a period of two years
once it is determined that:
during the prescribed period they have failed, without reasonable
justification, to provide substantially the same wages, working conditions or
employment in an occupation to any foreign worker as those that were set out
in their job offer.
The new Regulations prohibit a foreign worker from entering into, or
extending an employment agreement with an ineligible employer.
The following is a list of ineligible employers:
There are currently no employers listed. Ministerial instructions













Temporary foreign worker’s were receiving
differential wages, deductions and unpaid labour
Union organized and extended to temporary foreign
workers
Publicity, Ministry of Labour, HRSDC heard
complaints
Company could not hire TFW for two years
Canadians remained at company
All TFW lost their job; did not benefit from changes
Loss of job meant loss of status





As of July 14, 2012, the Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration has identified employers in
businesses, where there are reasonable grounds to
suspect a risk of sexual exploitation of some
workers, that are ineligible for the TFWP. These
businesses were identified as strip clubs, escort
services and massage parlours.
http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/work/list.asp
What happened to the 800 plus women in
Canada? Who is replacing them? Maria’s story

“How Hungarian criminals built a slave trade in Ontario:

A Hungarian
crime family ran the largest human-trafficking ring in Canadian history,
bring people from their home country to work for no pay on Ontario
construction sites, buying and selling some for a few thousand dollars a
head, and using them as household slaves.” Adrian Morrow, The Globe
and Mail, April 2, 2012
‘An Invasion of Evil’ Fourth Human Trafficker Pleads Guilty, Nicole O’Reilly,
thespec, March 2, 2012
“Exclusive: Hit man blocked from entering Canada: A Hungarian hit man
known as “the Killer” was hired to murder the victims of a Hamilton
human trafficking ring, two RCMP officers and assistant Crown Attorney
Toni Skarica.
“A Team of dedicated people pulled together to stop the largest human
trafficking ring in Canadian history. As a result, 15 people were convicted
and 19 victims have been set free…They were beaten, fed scraps and forced
to work as slaves. And their captors came close to escaping justice”
Hamilton Spectator, April 28, 2012

“15 of those who pled guilty had made refugee claims in Canada, and
19 of the victims were forced to make fraudulent claims.”
“The government doesn’t track the ethnicity of claimants, but
anecdotally, it appears almost all of the bogus claims are coming
from Roma”, Kenney said….His comments come the day his office
announce a bill to toughen the Balanced Refugee Reform Act,
which proposes giving the minister power to place countries on a
‘safe’ list and to deny claimants from rejected countries the ability
to appeal their case. Kenney said Hungary would likely be named a
safe country. His office also plans to introduce reforms this spring
on deporting foreign criminals and lowering the bar for criminal
convictions that would trigger deportation. Asked whether these
changes could prevent a similar human trafficking ring, he said:
“It would make it much easier to prevent, but I can’t absolutely rule
out the possibility.” Third in Human Trafficking Ring Pleads
Guilty, Thespec.com, February 17, 2012










Urban context
No knowledge of Canadian laws/ rights
“Subcontracted” to Canadian companies who had
no idea he was being exploited
Living in house of ‘trafficker’
Comparable to TFW program

Pre-Bill C-31
Claims were reopened and/or modified. Because of lengthy
timeline, claimants were able to gather evidence of risk
Legal Aid funding granted
Full supplementary health care granted, ensuring victims received
adequate medical care after escaping, including psychiatric care
and pharmaceuticals to treat insomnia, anxiety. Full status and
medical care enabled the men to participate in proceedings.

Post Bill C-31
Designated Safe Country of Origin : Short timeline would have
meant refugee claims decided on false basis. Victims would have
had no right to appeal. Extremely limited Legal Aid funding. No
right to health care other than for public safety reasons.
Current
 Other survivors who presented their refugee claims
(unrepresented) post Dec 2012 can no longer access PRRA for 3
years, despite significant evidence of risk.
 One year ban on H & C
 No stay of removal in Federal Court
 Despite success of criminal case, they are living in fear of removal
by CBSA










6 month reflection period, followed by yearly
renewals at discretion of officer
In theory, PR after 5 years
Reality: Temporary status can be revoked, renewals
denied = Temporary Protection for Victims
Only 73 granted across Canada since 2006
Does not consider family rights
PUSH TO TEMPORARY STATUS – TRP rather than
refugee claim

Immigration Category

Health Care

Victims of Human
Trafficking granted
TRP

Basic and
Supplementary

Victims of Human
Trafficking (Refugee)

None, unless in the
interests of public
safety









Cases of forced labour (sex trafficking, labour
trafficking, marriage trafficking) that have come
through our office, survivors have been forced into
‘illegality’/ or threatened with ‘illegality’
Lack of status repeatedly used as a mechanism
of control
Must recognize that increased precarious status in
all sectors compounds vulnerability to exploitation
State is implicated in this violence due to the
categories it constructs and enforces.

